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Abstract

Castleman's disease is a rare, benign disease of unknown cause that induces reactive lymph node hyperplasia. It has two histologic subtypes: hyaline vascular and plasma cellular. A definitive diagnosis necessitates tissue biopsy. A specimen may be even misdiagnosed as lymphoma in frozen section. Surgery is the treatment of choice for the solitary form, whereas chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and steroids are proposed for the multicentric type. When this condition affects the neck, it usually presents as a solitary neck mass. Multiple neck masses are an uncommon presentation of Castleman disease affecting the neck. Most Castleman's disease lesions appear as nonspecific, well-defined hypoechoic masses on sonography. Sonography remains useful for the evaluation of cervical and axillary Castleman's diseases, in which the depiction of prominent peripheral vessels and penetrating feeding vessels on Doppler sonograms can suggest the diagnosis of this uncommon disease. Castleman's disease of the neck on CT and MRI scan has been described as well-circumscribed homogeneous mass lesion with moderate to intense enhancement.
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INTRODUCTION

Castleman's disease is a rare, benign disease of unknown cause that induces reactive lymph node hyperplasia, most commonly in the mediastinum. It has two histologic subtypes: hyaline vascular and plasma cellular. A definitive diagnosis necessitates tissue biopsy. A specimen may be even misdiagnosed as lymphoma in frozen section. Surgery is the treatment of choice for the solitary form, whereas chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and steroids are proposed for the multicentric type.

We will like to report the sonographic and Doppler findings of Castleman disease of neck in a 13 year old boy. When this condition affects the neck, it usually presents as a solitary neck mass. Multiple neck masses are an uncommon presentation of Castleman disease affecting the neck. There are several previous publications on the imaging features of Castleman's disease of the neck and most of these are single-case reports with emphasis on CT and MRI findings [1]. Konno et al. [2] have described Doppler findings in a case of mesenteric Castleman's disease Doppler findings in a mesenteric node. To best of our knowledge, colour Doppler findings in a Castleman disease of neck has not been reported in the literature as a case report.

CASE REPORT

A 13 years old boy presented to us with complains of a painless swelling in neck for one year. Ultrasound examination of the neck was performed. B-mode
ultrasound showed multiple well-defined, hypoechoic lymph nodes in left submandibular region, right submandibular region and middle jugular group of nodes. The largest lesion was seen in the left submandibular region measuring 3.5 cm x 2.3 cm in largest dimensions. No evidence of any calcification or necrotic area was seen within the lesion. On color and power mode the lesion was highly vascular. A large feeding artery penetrating the nodal hilum and prominent vascular channels in the periphery and the center of the lesions were identified on Doppler sonogram. Spectral waveform shows both arterial and venous type of pulse wave pattern. In view of multiple well-defined hypoechoic hypervascular lesions, two possibilities were kept- lymphoma and Castleman disease.

FIG. 2A Color and power mode image of enlarged neck lymphnode shows increased vascularity of lymphnode with arterial waveforms on spectral analysis.

FIG. 2B Color and power mode image of enlarged neck lymphnode shows increased vascularity of lymphnode with venous waveforms on spectral analysis.

FIG. 3 The section shows follicles with marked vascular proliferation and hyalinization of their abnormal germinal centers. Interfollicular stroma is prominent and shows numerous hyperplastic vessels. The sections from the larger node show the structure of Castleman's disease (also known as giant lymph node hyperplasia, angiofollicular hyperplasia, lymph nodal hamartoma).

Chest x-ray shows no evidence of mediastinal or hilar lymphadenopathy. Ultrasound of abdomen reveals no evidence of mesenteric or retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy.

Excisional biopsy of the lesion in the submandibular region was suggestive of changes of hyaline vascular type of angiofollicular hyperplasia (Castleman's disease).

DISCUSSION

Castleman's disease is an uncommon benign lymphoproliferative disorder, first described by Castleman and associates in 1956 and characterized by hypervascular lymphoid hyperplasia [3]. The cause of Castleman's disease is uncertain; it is thought to be inflammatory or hamartomatous in nature [4]. When this condition affects the neck, it usually presents as a solitary neck mass. Castleman's disease is very rare pathology with unknown precise incidence. More than 400 cases of isolated case are reported in literature so far [3]. The multicentric or systemic form is less common.

Two distinct histologic variants are recognized [5]. The most common is the hyaline-vascular type (more than 90% of the cases), which consists of small lymphoreticular follicles distributed within a hypervascular hyalinized stroma. The plasma cell type is less common (fewer than 10% of the cases) and consists of larger lymphoreticular
nODULES THAT ARE SEPARATED BY SHEETS OF PLASMA CELLS AND A SOMewhat LESS VASCULAR STROMA. CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE OCCURS AT ANY AGE, WITH A PEAK INCIDENCE IN THE THIRD TO FOURTH DECADES OF LIFE, BUT THE MULTICENTRIC FORM USUALLY AFFECTS OLDER INDIVIDUALS. BOTH TYPES HAVE EQUAL MALE FEMALE INCIDENCE [6]. PATIENTS WITH THE HYALINE-VASCULAR-TYPE DISEASE ARE USUALLY ASYMPTOMATIC, BUT THEY MAY COMPLAIN OF SYMPTOMS CAUSED BY THE COMPRESSION OF ADJACENT STRUCTURES OR MAY PRESENT WITH A PALPABLE MASS [7]. IN THIS TYPE USUALLY MEDIASTINAL AND CERVICAL LYMPH NODES ARE INVOLVED [5]. PLASMA CELL TYPE IS HAVING TYPICALLY MORE GENERALIZED (THORACIC, MESENTERIC, AND RETROPERITONEAL) LYMPH NODE INVOLVEMENT (ALTHOUGH LOCALIZED NODEAL INVOLVEMENT CAN BE SEEN) AND THE DISORDER TENDS TO BE MULTICENTRIC (ALTHOUGH FOCAL DISEASE CAN BE FOUND IN 10% OF CASES). SYSTEMIC MANIFESTATIONS ARE COMMONLY SEEN IN THE PLASMA CELL TYPE AND INCLUDE FEVER, ANEMIA, AND HYPERGLOBULINEMIA [7]. IN THIS TYPE RETROPERITONEAL AND MESENTERIC LYMPH NODES ARE MAINLY INVOLVED [5].

CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE IS USUALLY LIMITED TO ONE SITE, ALTHOUGH A WIDESPREAD AND AGGRESSIVE FORM INVOLVING LYMPHADENOPATHY IN SEVERAL SITES WITH SPLENOMEGALY HAS ALSO BEEN DESCRIBED. THE MOST COMMON SITE OF THE LOCALIZED FORM IS THE MEDIASTINUM (ABOUT 70% OF CASES) FOLLOWED BY THE NECK [1]. LESS THAN 10% OF CASES ARISE IN THE HEAD AND NECK [8, 9]. MOST OF THE PREVIOUSLY REPORTED CASES OF CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE OF THE NECK WERE OF THE HYALINE VASCULAR TYPE AND THESE USUALLY PRESENT AS A SOLITARY MASS LESION BOTH ON CLINICAL EXAMINATION AND ON IMAGING [1]. ADDITIONAL SITES OF OCCURRENCE INCLUDE THE AXILLA, RETROPERITONEUM, MESENTERY, VULVA; PANCREATE PELVIS [7].

MOST CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE LESIONS APPEAR AS NONSPECIFIC, WELL-DEFINED HYOECIC MASSES ON SONOGRAPHY. KONNO ET AL. HAVE DESCRIBED A CASE OF MESENTERIC CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE CHARACTERIZED BY A LARGE FEEDING ARTERY PENETRATING THE NODAL HILUM AND PROMINENT ARTERIES IN THE PERIPHERY IDENTIFIED ON A DOPPLER SONOGRAM [2]. SONOGRAPHY REMAINS USEFUL FOR THE EVALUATION OF CERVICAL AND AXILLARY CASTLEMAN'S DISEASES, IN WHICH THE DEPICTION OF PROMINENT Peripheral VESSELS AND PENETRATING FEEDING VESSELS ON DOPPLER SONOGRAMS CAN SUGGEST THE DIAGNOSIS OF THIS UNCOMMON DISEASE [6]. CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE OF THE NECK ON CT SCAN HAS BEEN DESCRIBED AS WELL-CIRCUMSCRIBED HOMOGENEOUS MASS LESION WITH MODERATE TO INTENSE ENHANCEMENT; WITH THE HYALINE VASCULAR TYPE HAVING A TENDENCY TO ENHANCE MORE THAN THE PLASMA CELL TYPE, DUE TO THE GREATER VASCULARITY OF THE FORMER. UNLIKE PELVIC DISEASE WHERE CALCIFICATION CAN OCCUR IN UP TO 50% OF THE CASES, CALCIFICATION IN THE NECK DISEASE IS UNCOMMON. PRESENCE OF A CENTRAL NON-ENHANCING SCAR IN AN ENHANCING LYMPH NODE IN THE NECK ON CONTRAST-ENHANCED CT SCAN COULD BE AN IMPORTANT DIAGNOSTIC CLUE OF CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE [1]. ON MRI OF CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE OF THE NECK, SOME AUTHORS HAVE DESCRIBED THE PRESENCE OF LINEAR HYPOINTENSE SIGNALS IN A STELLATE OR ARBORIZING PATTERN ESPECIALLY ON T2 WEIGHTED SEQUENCES. THEY ATTRIBUTED THESE HYPOINTENSE SIGNALS TO PERIVASCULAR LAMELLAR FIBROSIS OR SINUS HISTIOCYTES AND RADIAL FIBROSIS; AND SUGGESTED THAT THESE HYPOINTENSE SIGNALS COULD BE AN IMPORTANT DIAGNOSTIC CLUE OF CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE [1].

CONCLUSION

ALTHOUGH MOST CASTLEMAN'S DISEASE LESIONS TYPICALLY APPEAR AS WELL-DEFINED HYOECIC NECK MASSES ON ULTRASOUND, THE FINDINGS ARE NON-SPECIFIC. IDENTIFICATION OF THE LARGE FEEDING ARTERY PENETRATING THE NODAL HILUM, HYPERVASCULAR LYMPH NODE AND PRESENCE OF BOTH ARTERIAL AND VENOUS WAVEFORM PATTERN IS AN IMPORTANT DOPPLER CHARACTERISTIC FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF THIS UNCOMMON DISEASE ENTITY.
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